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On some feature and application of the Faddeev formulation of gravity
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In the Faddeev formulation of gravity, the metric is regarded as composite eld, bilinear of d = 10 4-vector elds. A unique
feature is that this formulation admits the discontinuous elds. On the discrete level, when spacetime is decomposed into
the elementary 4-simplices, this means that the 4-simplices may not coincide on their common faces, that is, be independent.
We apply this to the particular problem of quantization of the surface regarded as that composed of virtually independent elementary pieces (2-simplices). We nd the area spectrum being proportional to the Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ
in the Faddeev gravity and described as a sum of spectra of separate areas.
According to the known in the literature approach, we nd that γ exists ensuring Bekenstein-Hawking relation for the
statistical black hole entropy for arbitrary d, in particular, γ = 0.39... for genuine d = 10.
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Introduction
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Here we briey describe Faddeev formulation of
gravity [1]. Let the metric be composed of d = 10
4-vector elds,

(6)

ΠAB = δAB − fAλ fλB is projector onto the directions
orthogonal to the four 10-vectors fAλ (the "vertical" diThe Greek indices λ, µ, . . . = 1, 2, 3, 4, Latin capitals rections). Varying w. r. t. fAλ and projecting onto the
A, B , . . . = 1, . . . , d. Simple example: locally, 4D Rie- vertical directions we nd
mannian space can be considered as a hyper-surface in
the 10D Euclidean space. If f A (x) were its coordinates,
ν
ν
ν
bµ µA T[λν]
+ bµ λA T[νµ]
+ bµ νA T[µλ]
= 0,
then we would have
(1)

gλµ = fλA fµA .

AB
bA
fλB,µ .
λµ = Π

fλA

A

(2)

λ

= ∂f /∂x .

(7)

This gives

But now
are a priori independent variables.
Now, in addition to the Christoel connection, we
λ
T[µν]
=0
can write an alternative ane connection

fλA (x)

Ωλ,µν = fλA fµA,ν ,

Ωλµν = g λρ Ωρ,µν ,

(3)

Tλ,[µν] = Ωλ,µν − Ωλ,νµ ,

λ
T[µν]
= g λρ Tρ,[µν]

(4)

and curvature, whose nal expression is simple
λ
Sµ,νρ
= Ωλµρ,ν − Ωλµν,ρ + Ωλσν Ωσµρ − Ωλσρ Ωσµν = ΠAB
λ
λ
·(fA,ν
fµB,ρ − fA,ρ
fµB,ν ),

The action is

almost everywhere. Then Ωλµν = Γλµν , and the action
is the Einstein's one.

2

with torsion

ΠAB = δAB − fAλ fλB .

(5)

(8)

The piecewise constant elds

The action does not contain any of the squared
A 2
derivatives (fλ,µ
) and therefore it is nite on the
discontinuous fλA and gλµ . Consider a piecewise at
(composed of the at 4-simplices) manifold. It can
approximate (in the sense of curvature averaged over
regions) general smooth manifold. Allowing discontinuities of the (induced on the 3D faces) metric gλµ
means that the 4-simplices may not coincide on their
common faces, that is, be independent. Also we can
approximate general smooth manifold by independent
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(were these hypercubes coinciding on their
3D faces, the metric would be strongly restricted).
To evaluate the action for this system, we consider [2] the neighborhood of a triangle σ02 where the
4-simplices σ14 , . . . , σi4 , . . . , σn4 and their 3D faces σi3 =
4
σi4 ∩ σi+1
(σn3 = σn4 ∩ σ14 ) are meeting, and fλA are
independent
in these
R
R λ 4-simplices.
√
µ
µ
λ
In Ld4 x = (fA,λ
fB,µ
− fA,µ
fB,λ
)ΠAB gd4 x the
µ
µ
λ
λ
Eq. (fA,λ
fB,µ
−fA,µ
fB,λ
) is ∝ δ -function with support
2
AB √
g is ∝ Heaviside θ-function
on σ0 and the Eq. Π
in the neighborhood of σ02 with discontinuities on σi3 ,
i = 1, . . . , n. The product of δ and θ-functions is not
well-dened. However, the action is unambiguous in
the leading order over variation of fλA from 4-simplex
to 4-simplex. Vice versa, the action obtained correctly
reproduces the continuum one in the continuum limit,
when this variation of fλA tends to zero.
hypercubes

3

for the Cartan-Weyl form of the Einstein general relativity, provides nonzero contribution to the Faddeev
action (in contrast to the case of Einstein gravity).

4

Discrete connection representation for the
Faddeev action

To get this representation, we take 1) discrete connection representation for the Einstein action (that is,
for Regge calculus), now with SO(10) connection, +
2) discrete form of the local gauge violating condition
(10). The 1) is the sum over triangles σ 2 ,

S discr =

X

A(σ 2 ) arcsin

σ2




vσ2 AB AB
R
(Ω)
.
2
2A(σ 2 ) σ

(13)

Connection representation of the Faddeev Here vσ2 AB is (dual) bi-vector of the triangle σ 2 , A(σ 2 )
action
is the module of vσ2 AB (the area), RσAB
2 (Ω) is holonomy of the discrete connection, the product of SO(10)3
2
matrices ΩAB
σ 3 over tetrahedra σ sharing σ . Excluding Ω via Eqs. of motion we get Einstein (Regge) action [2].
The form of 2) is straightforward,

Write down Cartan-Weyl action for SO(10),

Z
S=

AB √
gd4 x,
fAλ fBµ Rλµ

AB
Rλµ
= ∂λ ωµAB − ∂µ ωλAB + (ωλ ωµ − ωµ ωλ )AB .

(9)

Excluding ωλAB via Eqs. of motion yields the Einstein Ωσ3 AB vσAB
= 0.
(14)
2
action [3]. Performing this operation with the following
condition fullled,
Here σ 2 is the face of the one of two 4-simplices σ 4
containing σ 3 and in which vσ2 AB is dened.

ωνAB fAλ fBµ = 0,

(10)

we get the Faddeev action.
We can generalize the above connection representation by adding the 1/γ -term to the action so that


λµνρ
√
AB
S=
+ √ fνA fρB Rλµ
(ω) gd4 x
2γ g
Z
√
+ Λν[λµ] ωνAB fAλ fBµ gd4 x,
(11)
Z 

To summarize, the versions of the Faddeev formalism considered can be continuum or discrete. Besides
that, these can include connection (be of the I order)
or be purely in terms of the tetrad or edge vectors (be
of the II order). We have the following correspondence
between the versions of the Faddeev gravity,

fAλ fBµ

where Λν[λµ] are Lagrange multipliers at the local gauge
violating condition. Excluding ωλAB via Eqs. of motion
yields the generalized Faddeev action,

ii) continuum →
I order
↑
i) continuum →
II order

iii) discrete
I order
↓
iv) discrete
II order

(15)

Above we have constructed the discrete connection representation considering logical transitions i) → ii) →
iii) from genuine Faddeev formulation i), and then we
can exclude connections via Eqs. of motion, iii) → iv).
(12) Then it turns out that we can reproduce the welldened (leading over variation of fλA from 4-simplex to
Using vertical components of the Eqs. of motion we 4-simplex) part of the Faddeev action obtained by diget the Einstein action. It is remarkable that param- rect evaluation on the piecewise at manifold, i) → iv).
eter γ , the analog of the Barbero-Immirzi parameter That is, the diagram (15) is commutative.

√
µ
µ
λ
λ
S = ΠAB (fA,λ
fB,µ
− fA,µ
fB,λ
) g

1 λµνρ
− 
fλA,µ fµB,ρ d4 x.
γ
Z

h
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5

Discrete connection action on hypercubes

As mentioned in Section 2, possibility of discontinuous metrics allows to operate with the hypercube
minisuperspace decomposition of spacetime instead of
the more complex and inconvenient simplicial decomposition. Summation over hypercubes is equivalent to
summation over vertices (sites). The action is

p
1 X X (f λ )2 (f µ )2 − (f λ f µ )2
p
S
=
8πG
2 − det kf λ f µ k
sites λ,µ
"
#
fAλ fBµ − fAµ fBλ
AB
Rλµ (Ω)
arcsin p
2 (f λ )2 (f µ )2 − (f λ f µ )2
p
1 X X (λµνρ fνA fρB )2
+
arcsin [
8πGγ
2
sites λ,µ
#
X X
λµνρ fνA fρB
AB
p
Rλµ (Ω) +
Λλ[µν] ΩAB
λ
2 (λµνρ fνA fρB )2
sites λ,µ,ν
discr

·(fAµ fBν − fAν fBµ )

(16)

work [5]. There expression for the operator of the surface area requires point splitting regularization, and
in order to preserve gauge invariance, this expression
should be modied by introducing the path ordered
exponents of the connection eld operator. Then evaluation of the area operator on certain set of states in
the Hilbert space of states (loop states) gives a discrete
set of values.
The surface area operators in terms of the discrete
Ashtekar type variables were considered in Ref. [6].
Now in the discrete framework, we simply need to
quantize elementary area, or the area of the 2-simplex
(triangle). Area bivectors are canonically conjugate to
the orthogonal connection matrices. This fact leads
to quantization of the elementary area in qualitative
analogy with the quantization of angular momentum
that is canonically conjugate to an orthogonal matrix
of rotation in three-dimensional space. Now we are
faced with the (d − 2)-dimensional angular momentum
whose spectrum is well-known (see, e.g., Ref. [7]). We
nd that the elementary area spectrum is proportional
to the Barbero-Immirzi parameter γ in the Faddeev
gravity [4],

[4], Rλµ (Ω) = Ω†λ (TλT Ω†µ )(TµT Ωλ )Ωµ , λ, µ, . . . label coordinate (hypercube) directions, Tλ is translation op1p
2
j(j + d − 4),
erator along the edge xλ to the neighboring site. Now A ≡ 8πlp γa(j), a(j) =
2
we assume Minkowsky metric signature (+, +, +, )
and Ωλ ∈ SO(d-1,1).
with multiplicity

6

Continuous time limit

7

Area quantization

lp2 = G,
(19)

(j + d − 5)!(2j + d − 4)
.
(20)
The manifold is viewed as constructed of a set of g(j) =
j!(d − 4)!
3D leaves of similar (here cubic) structure labeled by
a parameter t. The dierence dt for the neighboring 8 Requirements from black hole physics
leaves is assumed innitesimal, and dierent variables
are assumed to have certain orders of magnitude in dt,
The spectrum of horizon area in the loop quantum gravity (dierent from the spectrum of the generic
surface area in that theory) was rst used to calcuf0A = O(dt), Ω0 = 1 + O(dt),
late the black hole entropy in Ref [8]. The required
ment that it be (4lp2 )−1 Abh where Abh is the horizon
2
T0 = 1 + dt + O((dt) ).
(17)
dt
area (Bekenstein-Hawking relation) means an Eq. for
γ . In order to take into account the so-called holoIn particular, we can nd the kinetic term pq̇ in the
graphic bound principle for the entropy of any spheriresulting Lagrangian [4],
cal nonrotating system including black hole [911], in
Refs [1215] the formula for the spectrum of the horiq
Z
X
X
zon area was chosen to coincide with the general fordt
S discr =
− det kgλµ k(fA0 fBλ − fAλ fB0 ) mula for the spectrum of the surface area, and corre16πG
sites λ
sponding value of γ found.

1 0λµν
†
Now the elementary area spectrum obtained can
AB
+ 
fµA fνB (Ωλ Ω̇λ )
+ ....
(18)
γ
be used to evaluate statistical black hole entropy [14].
This gives Eq. for γ for the dierent d's,
X
g(j)e−2πγa(j) = 1.
The quantization of the surface area was rst
j
discussed in the continuum general relativity theory,
namely, using Ashtekar variables as early as in the Calculation for, e. g., genuine d = 10 gives
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It can be recast to the connection representation
both in the continuum and discrete (piecewise at minγ = 0.393487933....
(22)
isuperspace) case.
If one considers global embedding into external space,
Physically reasonable area spectrum is possible
it may require as much as d = 230 dimensions [16] and which is consistent with black hole physics.
then
(23)

γ = 0.359772297....
The dependence on d is rather weak.

9

Conclusion

Faddeev formulation allows for discontinuous metrics. Thus, spacetime can be virtually composed of
independent microblocks.
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Â. Ì. Õàöèìîâñêèé

ÍÅÊÎÒÎÐÎÅ ÑÂÎÉÑÒÂÎ È ÏÐÈÌÅÍÅÍÈÅ ÃÐÀÂÈÒÀÖÈÈ Â ÔÎÐÌÓËÈÐÎÂÊÅ
ÔÀÄÄÅÅÂÀ
Â ôîðìóëèðîâêå Ôàääååâà ãðàâèòàöèè ìåòðèêà ðàññìàòðèâàåòñÿ êàê êîìïîçèòíîå ïîëå, áèëèíåéíîå ïî d = 10 4âåêòîðíûì ïîëÿì. Óíèêàëüíîå ñâîéñòâî ñîñòîèò â òîì, ÷òî ýòà ôîðìóëèðîâêà äîïóñêàåò ðàçðûâíûå ïîëÿ. Íà
äèñêðåòíîì óðîâíå, êîãäà ïðîñòðàíñòâî-âðåìÿ ðàçëàãàåòñÿ íà ýëåìåíòàðíûå 4-ñèìïëåêñû, ýòî îçíà÷àåò, ÷òî 4-ñèìïëåêñû
ìîãóò íå ñîâïàäàòü íà èõ îáùèõ ãðàíÿõ, òî åñòü, áûòü íåçàâèñèìûìè.
Ìû ïðèìåíÿåì ýòî ê ÷àñòíîé ïðîáëåìå êâàíòîâàíèÿ ïîâåðõíîñòè, ðàññìàòðèâàåìîé êàê ïîâåðõíîñòü, ñîñòàâëåííàÿ
èç âèðòóàëüíî íåçàâèñèìûõ ýëåìåíòàðíûõ ïëîùàäîê (2-ñèìïëåêñîâ). Ìû íàõîäèì, ÷òî ñïåêòð ïëîùàäè ïðîïîðöèîíàëåí
ïàðàìåòðó Áàðáåðî-Èììèðöè γ â ãðàâèòàöèè Ôàääååâà è îïèñûâàåòñÿ êàê ñóììà ñïåêòðîâ îòäåëüíûõ ïëîùàäîê.
Â ñîîòâåòñòâèè ñ èçâåñòíûì â ëèòåðàòóðå ïîäõîäîì, ìû íàõîäèì, ÷òî ñóùåñòâóåò γ , ãàðàíòèðóþùåå ñîîòíîøåíèå
Áåêåíøòåéíà-Õîêèíãà äëÿ ñòàòèñòè÷åñêîé ýíòðîïèè ÷¼ðíîé äûðû äëÿ ïðèçâîëüíîãî d, â ÷àñòíîñòè, γ = 0.39... äëÿ
èçíà÷àëüíîãî d = 10.

Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà:

ãðàâèòàöèÿ Ôàääååâà, êóñî÷íî-ïëîñêîå ïðîñòðàíñòâî-âðåìÿ, ñâÿçíîñòü, ñïåêòð ïëîùàäè.
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